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Restoring hope

You are holding the new edition of the Schoulbuet, the newsletter for the schools of 
the Municipality of Mamer. This edition is distributed in French to all the letterboxes  
the Municipality. The German and English versions can be downloaded online at 
www.mamer.lu/schoulbuet2021

„School teachers are gardeners of human in-
telligence”, wrote Victor Hugo.

For our children, for our young people, 
school has been much more in this 
time of the health crisis. For many, 
school has also been a great gar-
den of hope and of the future. For 
we must not underestimate scho-
ol’s role and the sense of unity that 
our school communities represent, 
especially in a community as diverse as 
Mamer. 

Of course, school knowledge is always a 
construction. But school is also a social gar-
den. Schooling means creating a society and, 
in this way, building a common will to live to-
gether which we need to overcome this pan-
demic. And it also allows us to revitalise our 
lives and our society.

This society is all of us! But above all, our child-
ren and young people - those who represent 
our future. These young people must be given 
concrete prospects. Through the cultivation 
of knowledge and skills. But also through the 
cultivation of emotional intelligence in order 
to learn to live together.

In this sense, the schools in our Municipality 
have been wonderful gardens of hope and of 

the future. And I would like to thank all our 
pupils, all our parents, all our families and 

all our teachers for their efforts and their 
commitment over this last school year, 

which has been extremely testing on 
everyone.

But preparations for a new school 
year are already underway. And I 

would like to wish all our students, 
parents and teachers a great deal of 

strength for this new school year, which 
will not be easy! Things are not quite back to 
normal. It will still be a case of catching up, 
because the educational gap must be bridged 
from the earliest age.

After catching up, we will be able to make a 
new, lasting start! To make our school gar-
den bloom again. In short, to give hope to our 
children, to our young people, to all of us!

Thank you for your support! 
I wish you a flourishing start 

to the 2021 school year! 

Gilles ROTH
Deputy Mayor
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Word of welcome  
from the Presidents 
of the School committee

Dear Parents,

We are proud to be able to present the school newsletter for the year 
2021/2022. We would like to take this opportunity to thank Marc Thommes 
and Christiane de la Hamette who, after many years of service to the 
schools of the Municipality of Mamer, are retiring. Together with Georges 
Bové, they initiated the concept of the President’s Group in 2003. After 
Georges Bové’s retirement, Marc Thommes chaired the School Commit-
tee and represented the primary school for six years. With a respectful 
farewell, we wish them all the best for their well-deserved retirement and 
will remember them with affection.

As of the start of the 2021/2022 school year, Bob Feyereisen will take 
over as President of the School Committee of the Mamer primary school, 
together with Pascale Tapella and Natalie Darné, responsible for cycle 1. 
A close collaboration will continue with Maryse Baden, President of the 
Capellen primary school, in order to manage the two schools in the Muni-
cipality of Mamer together with the school service.

In May 2021, a working group was set up for the renovation of our school 
website, www.mamerschoulen.lu, where you will find all administrative 
and organisational information. The main objective is to modernise the 
website in order to facilitate the publication of news and educational acti-
vities which take place during the school year.

With the 2021 school year, a new school development plan, PDS2 (PDS – 
plan de développement scolaire), starts (more information can be found 
on pages 13 and 20). The school development teachers of Regional Direc-
torate 2 assisted the school committees and the pedagogical teams, in 
cooperation with the parent representatives of the two school entities, 
in formulating the outlines of the PDS2. These are based on a prelimi-
nary analysis of the situation. In the first quarter of this school year, the 
partners of the school community will formulate the first sub-objectives. 
In the 2022/2023 school report, we will publish the first results of these 
objectives, which will be realised under the coordination of the School 
Committee and the PDS group within the working groups for specific 
areas, defined in the PDS2. These groups will be composed of members 
and partners of our school community to develop the sub-objectives. The 
autonomy of these groups is expressed in the right to make all important 
decisions for the realisation of the sub-objectives by taking advantage of 
the wealth of professional expertise and commitment of the members 
of the working groups. The PDS2 will be in force until July 2024. It will 
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form the basis for all pedagogical, methodolo-
gical and didactic commitments in the field of 
student differentiation and welfare. 
We would like to stress the importance of such 
a PDS, which is an important instrument for 
the continuous development of the schools.
The 2020/2021 school year was again a very 
tiring year for all those involved in schooling: 
for pupils, teachers, parents, but also for the 
staff of the Day-Care Centre. The primary 
school and the Day-Care Centre had to react 
to the restrictions linked to the pandemic, 
which had repercussions for teaching me-
thods as well as school and social life. Let us 
just remember the wearing of masks; quaran-
tine and isolation for classes in both schools; 
distance learning, with an extra burden on pa-
rents; and, after the Easter holidays, the intro-
duction of self-tests in school. We hope from 

the bottom of our hearts that we will be able 
to start in September 2021 with no or only 
minimal health restrictions, especially without 
the constant wearing of masks.
Finally, we would like to thank all of the many 
people who have supported us and helped us 
to create a normal daily life for our pupils des-
pite all the restrictions. Because we work for 
them.
It only remains for us to wish you a good start 
to the 2021 school year.

Maryse BADEN
President of the School Committee EF Capellen

Bob FEyEREisEN
President of the School Committee EF Mamer

mamer Schoulbuet ·2021-2022
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The Luxembourg school system

In the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg, primary 
education is provided by public, private or in-
ternational schools. The public primary school 
caters for children aged 3 to 12. It comprises 
nine years of schooling divided into four lear-
ning cycles. All children living in Luxembourg 
who have reached the age of 4 before 1 Sep-
tember must attend primary school.

Cycle 1 includes an optional first year: early 
childhood education (3 to 4 years). It allows 
children to make contact with other children in 
a playful manner. Any child who has reached 
the age of three by 1 September 2021 can be 
admitted. Registration is free and must be for 
a minimum of three half-days per week (inclu-
ding at least one afternoon). The Municipality of 
Mamer will organise a second intake for early 
childhood education after the Christmas break 
for children who have reached the age of three 
between 1 September 2021 and 31 December 
2021. The enrolment of these children depends 
on the availability of free slots. However, accor-
ding to the ministerial regulation, school trans-
port for children in early childhood education is 
not provided by the Municipality. 

This is followed by the pre-school education, 
which every child who has reached the age of 
four by 1 September 2021 must attend. For two 
years, the Luxembourg language, communica-
tion and social skills are taught, as well as ma-
thematics and writing techniques.

Cycles 2 to 4 (6 to 12 years) correspond to pri-
mary education. For 6 years, the emphasis is 
on literacy; learning the German, French and 
Luxembourg languages; mathematics; science 
awareness, including the humanities and natu-
ral sciences; physical expression; psychomotor 
skills; sport and health; aesthetic and cultural 
awareness, including art and music. The prima-
ry school adapts methods and contents to the 
needs of each pupil, developing a competence-
based approach.

Primary education in Luxembourg is structured 
in fifteen regional directorates. These are 
composed of a director and two to four deputy 
directors and are responsible for the manage-
ment and pedagogical supervision of schools. 
They are also responsible for the coordination 
and care of pupils with special needs.

Today, as in the past, we learn to read, write 
and calculate at school. However, this learning 
is no longer the end of the story, but rather the 
starting point for further learning. It is the rea-
son why the necessary competences that each 
child must acquire at different stages through 
their school journey are clearly defined. These 
skills bases, defined by the Luxembourg cur-
riculum, enable pupils to move on to a higher 
level and obtain a qualification corresponding 
to their abilities and interests.

The aim of this strategy is to enable a child to 
use their basic knowledge and skills to produce 
a result.

The competency-based approach to teaching 
aims to have the child demonstrate the use of 
basic knowledge and skills learned in closed 
exercises (tests) in open, competency-based 
work. Assessments carried out by the primary 
school reflect, in the intermediate reviews and 
in a formative way, the efforts of the pupils in 
open exercises in the areas of oral and written 
comprehension and production as well as in 
4 areas of mathematics. Performance, which 
is indicated by the letters A to D, is not a sum-
mative result but only demonstrates the pupil’s 
personal growth, and is not certifiable for scho-
ol progression.

Parents, as indispensable partners of the scho-
ol, are directly informed of this assessment and 
of their child’s progress in relation to the objec-
tives to be achieved: at the end of each term, 
parents are called for an individual meeting.
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General information 
on the mamer schools
School Committee
President: Luc FELLER

Secretary: Christiane HAMES
Members: Maryse BADEN; Lydia BINTENER; Natalie DARNÉ; Vanessa DEBUYS; 
 Ben DELAGARDELLE; Bob FEYEREISEN; Simone FRANK; Gilles REGENER; 
 Franky KAYSER; Jessica KLOPP; Nadine KNEIP; Nadine SCHMID; 
 Pascale TAPELLA; Claudine VERVIER-WIRTH; Yves WATRY.

School Service 
servicescolaire@mamer.lu · www.mamer.lu

1, Place de l’Indépendance · L-8252 Mamer
Postal address: B.p. 50 · L-8201 Mamer

Opening times: Monday - Friday: 8.00 AM - 11.30 AM & 1.30 PM - 4.30 PM

Kim LEIDI, kim.leidi@mamer.lu Tel.: 31 00 31-44
• Enrolment, exemption requests, school transport

Marc BRAUN, marc.braun@mamerschoulen.lu Tel.: 26 395-600
• Secretariat EF Mamer, accompanying staff for school transport

Marc THILL, marc.thill@mamerschoulen.lu Tel.: 26 395-701
• Secretariat EF Capellen

Tom PLUNE, tom.plune@mamer.lu Tel.: 31 00 31-51
• Head of Department, General Affairs 

School year 2021/2022
 START OF TERM: Wednesday 15 September 2021 

Times: Start of morning lessons: 7.55 AM

 End of lessons:  • Cycle 1: 11.30 AM

  • Cycles 2-4: 12.00 PM

 Start of afternoon lessons (Monday, Wednesday, Friday) - Cycles 1-4: 2.00 PM

 End of lessons: 4.00 PM

Consultations for parents
• Information meeting: at the start of the school year

• Individual interview on the subject of the intermediate review: at the end of each term 

• Individual consultations: by appointment 
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School holidays and breaks - 2021/2022 school year
The school year begins on Wednesday 15 September 2021 
and ends on Friday 15 July 2022.
All Saints: from Saturday 30 October 2021 to Sunday 7 November 2021
St. Nicolas: Monday 6 December 2021
Christmas: from Saturday 18 December 2021 to Sunday 2 January 2022
Carnival: from Saturday 12 February 2022 to Sunday 20 February 2022
Easter: from Saturday 2 April 2022 to Monday 18 April 2022
Labour Day: Sunday 1 May 2022
Europe Day: Monday 9 May 2022
Ascension Day: Thursday 26 May 2022
Pentecost: from Saturday 21 May 2022 to Sunday 29 May 2022
Whit Monday: Monday 6 June 2022
National Day: Thursday 23 June 2022
Summer holidays: from Friday 16 July 2022 to Wednesday 14 September 2022

Photo info: C1 pupils do not need 
to wear masks
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General information
Kinneksbond Campus
 42, route d’Arlon 
 L-8210 Mamer
 Tel.: 26 395 600
 E-mail: president.mamer@mamerschoulen.lu
 www.mamerschoulen.lu

School Committee
President: Bob FEYEREISEN • Tel.: 691 32 35 16
 E-mail: bob.feyereisen@mamerschoulen.lu
Deputies to the President: Natalie DARNÉ • Tel.: 691 32 35 12
 Pascale TAPELLA • Tel.: 691 32 35 15
Members: Julie BOVÉ; Gilles GLESENER; Stéphanie SCHMIT; Gast WEYDERT

mamer 
Primary School

From left to right: Julie Bové, Gilles Glesener, Bob Feyereisen, Natalie Darné, Stéphanie Schmit, 
 Pascale Tapella, Gast Weydert 
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Caretakers 
 Pascal MULLER • Tel.: 691 31 35 45
 Dominique GIANNOTTE • Tel.: 621 82 32 46
 E-mail: concierge-mamer@mamerschoulen.lu

Cycle Coordinators 
 C1 Early childhood education: Ännie Eschette anne-marie.eschette@mamerschoulen.lu
 C1 Pre-school: Laurence Cherry laurence.cherry@mamerschoulen.lu
 C2: Anouk Simon anouk.simon@mamerschoulen.lu
 C3: Luc Olinger luc.olinger@mamerschoulen.lu
 C4: Bob Feyereisen bob.feyereisen@mamerschoulen.lu
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cycle 1 Early childhood education
Class names Teachers Educators Telephone
MPcA MORBY Anouk ZAHLES Tanja 26 395 - 303
MPcB ESCHETTE Anne-Marie DAUPHIN Sandy / PIRES Chloé 26 395 - 308
MPcC BRAUN Nancy WULFF Christian 26 395 - 307

Teaching staff

cycle 1 Pre-school
Class names Teachers Telephone
MPsA DARNÉ Natalie 26 395 - 406
MPsB COLLÉ Liette 26 395 - 405
MPsC FELLER Michèle 26 395 - 404
MPsD ZEIEN Taiga 26 395 - 407
MPsE PERL Michèle 26 395 - 402
MPsF LEHNERS Audrey 26 395 - 405
MPsG PEZZOLI Cristina 26 395 - 409
MPsH DA SILVA PINTO Célia 26 395 - 408
Other teaching roles in Cycle 1

CHERRY Laurence
SCHEER Patty
WEIS Pamela

Educator
KREMER Claudine

cycle 2
Class names Teachers Telephone
M2.1A SCHMIT Stéphanie / COLLÉ Corinne 26 395 - 608
M2.1B WITRY Catherine / CHERET Aurélie 26 395 - 645
M2.1C JUNGBLUTH Eric 26 395 - 606
M2.1D RASIC Frank 26 395 - 609
M2.2A CARIER Tom 26 395 - 612
M2.2B FELLER Carole 26 395 - 616
M2.2C BRUCHER Anne 26 395 - 615
M2.2D SIMON Anouk 26 395 - 614
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cycle 3
Class names Teachers Telephone
M3.1A MARx Marcelle / DE SA FERNANDES Marlene 26 395 - 628
M3.1B OLINGER Luc 26 395 - 623
M3.1C SERVAIS Daisy 26 395 - 625
M3.1D CASOLI Daniel 26 395 - 626
M3.1E MEYER Cathy 26 395 - 655
M3.2A LEPAGE Laurent 26 395 - 631
M3.2B BRAAS Gilles 26 395 - 632
M3.2C MEIS Marthe 26 395 - 633
M3.2D LOURY Alexandre 26 395 - 629

cycle 4
Class names Teachers Telephone
M4.1A FEYEREISEN Bob / REGENWETTER Roy 26 395 - 656
M4.1B WEYDERT Gast / FABER Liz 26 395 - 661
M4.1C DECKER Julie 26 395 - 648
M4.1D SAYED Amira 26 395 - 653
M4.1E SERVAIS Jeff 26 395 - 650
M4.2A GREIVELDINGER Claude 26 395 - 663
M4.2B GLODT Bianca 26 395 - 658
M4.2C KAUTH Carole 26 395 - 665
M4.2D LEMMER Annick 26 395 - 660
M4.2E BLESER Michèle
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I-EBS
BOVÉ Julie 26 395 - 651

New starter induction
BREDEN Tanja 26 395 - 652

Other teaching roles in cycles 2 to 4
BERTINCHAMPS Pierre
ERPELDING Jessica
GLESENER Gilles
KRISTIANSEN Alyssa
MEYER Olivier
REUTER Danièle
SCHMIT Annick
SEIWERATH Emmanuelle
STEIMES Manon
VIEIRA DOS SANTOS Céline
WELTER Françoise

Physical education 
BOUCHÉ Martine 26 395 - 501
BOUR Christian 26 395 - 501
TAPELLA Pascale 26 395 - 501

Graduate educators
RODRIGUEZ Silvia
WELTER Véronique 26 395 - 611

LASEP
TIMETABLE: Tuesdays:  
 Cycle 2: 1.30 PM to 2.30 PM

 Cycles 3 to 4: 2.30 PM to 3.30 PM

 Thursdays:
 Cycle 1: 1.30 PM to 2.30 PM (pre-school) 

Head: Daniel CASOLI • 26 395 - 626
 daniel.casoli@mamerschoulen.lu ·  More information: www.lasep.lu
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School Development Plan 
PDS II

PDS objective(s) and major lines of implementation (2021-2024)
Proactively develop, promote and integrate organisational and pedagogical concepts 
into the fields of language learning, support/EBS (children with special needs) and ICT 
(new technologies) into everyday school life: 

- Continuing education a priority in the areas of support / EBS / Churer Model
- Relevant use of new information and communication technologies (ICT)
- Reorganisation and optimisation of EBS / Support
- Regular exchanges with SEA (Education and childcare service / Day-Care centre)
- Integration of teaching staff into the committee’s reflections
- Internal resourcing (multipliers and trainers within the school in Mamer)
- Specific measures in the field of language promotion and language support. 
From the beginning of the 2021-2022 school year, the educational teams, or the teachers and/
or different groups of teachers and/or different ‘inter-cycle’ groups will identify and formulate 
specific sub-objectives for the advancement and development of different concepts or meth-
ods in order to achieve long-term added value for the entire school community of the Mamer 
Primary School.
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Parental representation 
RePama

Parents’ association APEm

Parents’ representatives listen to the various 
school partners. Their mission is to promote 
dialogue within the school community. The 
group has a primary interest in the school-
ing of all children in the Municipality of Ma-
mer. Its objectives are to inform, advise and 
support parents to find their way within their 
child/children’s school, after-school and ex-
tra-curricular system. The representatives 
wish to be competent interlocutors for any 
current subject in the framework of the new 

primary school (school timetables, educa-
tional needs, health and safety of children, 
school charter, rights of children, teachers, 
supervisory staff, etc.). Monitoring and un-
derstanding the school development plan (cf. 
page 13) are major challenges. The members 
invite parents to liaise, to share experiences, 
to come forward and to fulfil their role within 
the school community.

Members
Alexandra BERTEMES ép. MAUSEN 
Irina BONDAR 
Curri CAGADIDID 
Ben DELAGARDELLE 
Sandra FELIx
Dunja GRUNOW 
Franky KAYSER 
Isabelle KOLLWELTER ép. WEIS 
Eleonora PAPADOPOULOU 

Contact: repama@mamerschoulen.lu

The Committee

President: Dunja GRUNOW

Treasurer: Eugenio GIORGIO GAGGIA

Secretary:  Isabelle WEIS-KOLLWELTER

Members: Fabienne CLABOTS; Mirela DELIC; Elvire FERBER; Carine FABER; 
 Sandra FELIx; Angela DE FLORA; Katia MAUER; Alexandra MAUSEN-BERTEMES; 
 Eleonora PAPADOPOULUS-ALVANOU; Ivan PETRENKO; Pedro RIBEIRO 

Contact: Dunja GRUNOW
 dunjagrunow@hotmail.com
 Tel.: 621 50 70 77
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General information
Capellen school campus
 45, route d’Arlon 
 L-8310 Capellen
  Tel.: 26 395 701
 E-mail: president.capellen@mamerschoulen.lu
 www.mamerschoulen.lu

School Committee
President:  Maryse BADEN • Tel.: 691 31 35 28 
 E-mail: maryse.baden@mamerschoulen.lu
Members: Giovanna GIANNINI; Leslie PEZZOLI

capellen 
Primary School

From left to right:  Leslie Pezzoli, Maryse Baden, Giovanna Giannini
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Caretakers 
 Gilles GOEHLER • Tel.: 691 31 35 40
 Luc STEINMETZ • Tel.: 691 31 35 71
 E-mail: concierge-cap@mamerschoulen.lu

Cycle Coordinators  
 C1 Early childhood education: Françoise Weydert françoise.weydert@mamerschoulen.lu
 C1 Pre-school: Annick Straus annick.straus@mamerschoulen.lu
 C2:  will be established in September
 C3: Giovanna Giannini giovanna.giannini@mamerschoulen.lu
 C4: will be established in September
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cycle 1 Early childhood education
Class names Teachers Educators Telephone
CPcA WEYDERT Françoise MERGEN Sandra 

WELBES Stéphanie
26 395 - 732

CPcB EVEN Marie HOSCHEID Sandy 26 395 - 733
Other teaching roles in Cycle 1
Supernumerary RAULAND Véronique

Teaching staff

cycle 1 Pre-school
Class names Teachers Telephone
CPsA STRAUS Annick 26 395 - 742
CPsB PEZZOLI Leslie 26 395 - 743
CPsC NEUNMANN Liz 26 395 - 740
CPsD LANNERS Caroline / SCHROBILTGEN Anne 26 395 - 739
Other teaching roles in Cycle 1
Supernumerary SCHOLTES Nathalie

WOLFF Sylvie
Educator

KREMER Claudine

cycle 2
Class names Teachers Telephone
C2.1A JEMMING Sandy / BINTENER Stéphanie 26 395 - 705
C2.1B DZIADEK Anja 26 395 - 707
C2.2A LEPAGE Guy 26 395 - 702
C2.2B SCHMIT Christine 26 395 - 704

cycle 3
Class names Teachers Telephone
C3.1A BADEN Maryse / DIEDERICH Monique 26 395 - 723
C3.1B GIANNINI Giovanna / WOLFF Michel 26 395 - 719
C3.2A SOMMAVILLA Carole 26 395 - 721
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cycle 4
Class names Teachers Telephone
C4.1A CECCHETTI Hervé / WOJSISCHOWSKI Serge 26 395 - 716
C4.2A FRATONI Nathalie 26 395 - 713
C4.2B HEIN Joëlle 26 395 - 714

Other teaching roles in cycles 2 to 4
DOCKENDORF Lisy
DOLISY Jill
FABER Joy
HANCK Joé
MAY Nadine
NEIENS Gilles

Physical education 
HEUSCHLING Simone

New starter induction
MAY Nadine 26 395 - 724

I-EBS
FANDEL Mireille

LASEP
TIMETABLE: Tuesdays:  
 Cycles 2 to 4: 2.00 PM to 3.00 PM

 Wednesdays:
 Cycle 1: 4.00 PM to 5.00 PM (pre-school)

Head: Daniel CASOLI • 26 395 - 626
 daniel.casoli@mamerschoulen.lu

 More information: www.lasep.lu
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School Development Plan (PDS II)
By 2024, Capellen Primary school wants to develop and implement a coherent and 
consistent approach to differentiation in cycles 1-4.

The major lines will be:
• Developing a common assessment approach (in partnership with teachers, children and 

parents) based on steps C1 to C4;
• Knowing, recognising and adequately supporting learning styles;
• Cooperation with the IEBS (teacher for children with special needs);
• The inclusion of all school premises for the promotion of good learning

In addition, by 2024, the school wants to proactively develop/promote well-being at Ca-
pellen School in a sustainable way and anchor it through a series of activities with the 
school’s partners. 

The major lines will be:
• Organising in-service training for teaching staff;
• Empathy training - development of social-emotional skills;
• Organising breaks;
• Organising homework - school materials;
• Promoting academic and social skills within this educational triangle.
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Parental representation 
RePach

Parents’ association APEch

Parents’ representatives listen to the various 
school partners. Their mission is to promote 
dialogue within the school community. The 
group has a primary interest in the school-
ing of all children in the Municipality of Ma-
mer. Its objectives are to inform, advise and 
support parents to find their way within their 
child/children’s school, after-school and ex-
tra-curricular system. The representatives 
wish to be competent interlocutors for any 

current subject in the framework of the new 
primary school (school timetables, educa-
tional needs, health and safety of children, 
school charter, rights of children, teachers, 
supervisory staff, etc.). Monitoring and un-
derstanding the school development plan (cf. 
page 20) are major challenges. The members 
invite parents to liaise, to share experiences, 
to come forward and to fulfil their role within 
the school community.

Members
Vanessa DEBUYS-TARANTINI
Yves WATRY

The Committee 

President: Liette LUDOVICY 

Vice-President: Malou HEUERTZ

Treasurer: Jenny BOEHLER 

Secretary:  Tania RIBEIRO 

Members: Kim ARRENSDORFF; Vanessa DEBUYS; Shimaa HUSSEIN; Françoise JAMINET; 
 Yves WATRY; Anne FRISCH 

Contact: Tania RIBEIRO 
 associationapech@gmail.com 
 Tel.: 661 78 78 85
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Our school rules
Developed by teachers, parental representatives  
and Day-Care Centre managers.

General rules for PARENTS
• We make sure that our child respects the 

school timetable.

• In case of illness we inform the teaching 
staff before 9.00 AM at the latest.

• We teach our child respect for others and 
the basic rules of good behaviour.

• We assist our child with their schoolwork 
and create a favourable environment for 
their learning at home.

• We ensure that our child has the necessary 
school materials for lessons to run smoothly.

• We monitor homework and materials.

• We convey a positive approach to school.

• We listen to the teachers and support them 
in their pedagogical approach.

• We accept the disciplinary rules of the scho-
ol and, in case of non-compliance, the sanc-
tions decided.

• We ensure that our child has a healthy 
snack.

General rules for  PUPILS 
• I am on time for the start of the lesson.

• I respect the instructions of the educators 
and teachers.

• I do not dirty the school buildings, the play-
ground or the bus.

• I do not intentionally do harm.

• I do not damage anything.

• I bring healthy snacks and drinks.

• I put my school bag away and take care of 
my clothes.

• I leave electronic devices and any dange-
rous objects at home.

• I am calm, I walk slowly, I do not play with a 
ball in school buildings or on the bus.

• I do not play indoors without permission or 
supervision.
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School transport and Pedibus
School transport
• School transport is exclusively aimed at children who attend pre-school or primary 

education. 

• The use of school transport requires prior registration with the municipal school service.

MAMER 3

MAMER 4

MAMER 1 CAPELLEN 1

HOLZEM 1MAMER 2
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Pédibus
• The Pedibus is a system for accompanying children on foot to school, under the guidance of 

escorts hired by the Municipality. The children wait for the Pedibus at the agreed meeting 
point (stop) and then walk with it to school. On the Pedibus route the „Schoulwee” logo is 
marked on the ground, and the Pedibus logo is displayed at the bus stops.

Pédibus Mamer

Andrea 
Coufalova

Jessica Dunkel

Sandy Dauphin

Donatella Monaco

Tanja Zahles

Marie Valero 
Weibel-Muller

Chris Wulff

Tina Prumbaum

Claudine Kremer

Aurélie Boisson

Chloé Pires
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Pédibus Capellen

Aurélie Boisson

Jessica Dunkel Sandy Hoscheid

Andrea 
Coufalova

Donatella Monaco Marie Valero 
Weibel-Muller

Tina Prumbaum

Sandra Mergen Stéphanie Welbes
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Mamer bus

MAMER 1
Dagmar 

Lehmann

MAMER 2
Malou 

Klein-Kremer

MAMER 3
Astrid 
Krause

MAMER 4
Gisèle 
Colling

School buses
• Our school buses take pupils to and from school at set times. The different routes are clearly 

indicated by animal pictures. This ensures that there is no confusion at bus stops and the risk 
of getting on the wrong bus is minimal. All bus trips are accompanied by an adult.

Capellen - Holzem bus

CAPELLEN 1
Anne-Marie 

Nunes

HOLZEM 
Mireille 
Sassel
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Day-care centre
Significance of the Day-Care Centre
For the children:

• to provide quality educational framework 
for children;

• a pleasant, fun, enjoyable atmosphere;

• well-being, feeling accepted and 
respected;

• the right to be a child;

• a safe and varied environment;

• a place to develop interests and talents;

• a place to find friends;

• homework support;

• a variety of activities and hobbies (sports, 
crafts, games, music, nature);

• the possibility to make choices (games, 
friends, activities, room layout, etc.);

• the right to express oneself;

• healthy food.

For the family:

• cooperation with parents;

• educational partnership;

• regular contact with educational staff;

• support and advice on educational issues;

• meetings between parents;

• flexibility;

• information.

Registration
Registration at the Day-Care Centre will be ef-
fected exclusively for predefined time slots. 
Invoicing will be based on entire modules. 
Registration by modules allows the following 
procedures:

• year-round registration
• monthly registration
• occasional registration.

The financial contribution is paid through the 
„childcare service voucher” system. Parents 
who wish to benefit from the service voucher 
must apply to the Municipal Administration 
for their place of residence. A personalised 
card is issued to them. Membership is free of 
charge and is valid for a period of 12 months.
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You can find more details on the 
childcare service voucher system at:

• www.mamerschoulen.lu
• www.staarkkanner.lu
• www.arcus.lu

or from the Day-Care Centres in Mamer and 
Capellen directly.

If you have any questions about the registra-
tion formalities, the citizen service centre (Bier-
gerzenter) for your municipality is at your dis-
posal for further information (Tel.: 31 00 31-48).

In order to benefit from an additional reduc-
tion based on your household income status, 
the following documents must be presented: 

• if you are obliged to file an income tax re-
turn: a copy of the most recently issued tax 
assessment;

• if you are not obliged to file an income tax 
return: an income certificate issued by the 
tax office showing that you are not obliged 
to file an income tax return and a copy of 
the annual income statement, or for free-
lancers a recent income certificate issued 
by the social security centre (Centre com-
mun de la sécurité sociale - CCSS);

• if you are not taxed in Luxembourg: your 
last three pay slips;

• if you receive maintenance payments for 
a child living in the household: divorce de-
cree, restraining order, etc.

Without these documents, the maximum 
amounts will be charged.

Kinneksbond Mamer 
Day-Care Centre
42, route d’Arlon 
L-8210 MAMER

Executive officer: Elisabeth MICHAELIS

mr.mamer@arcus.lu

Tel.: 26 395-200 ou 691 323 500

Opening times:
Monday, Wednesday and Friday: 7.00 AM to 
8.00 AM / 11.30 AM to 2.00 PM / 4.00 PM to 
7.00 PM
Tuesday and Thursday: 7.00 AM to 8.00 AM / 
11.30 AM to 7.00 PM
The Day-Care Centre also operates during 
the school holidays from 7.00 AM to 7.00 PM. 
Between Christmas and New Year’s Eve the 
Day-Care Centre will remain closed, as well as 
on public holidays.

Capellen Day-Care Centre
45, route d’Arlon 
L-8310 CAPELLEN

Executive officer: Diana MENZEL

mr.capellen@arcus.lu

Tel.: 26395-800

Opening times:
Monday, Wednesday and Friday: 7.00 AM to 
8.00 AM / 11.30 AM to 2.00 PM / 4.00 PM to 
7.00 PM
Tuesday and Thursday: 7.00 AM to 8.00 AM / 
11.30 AM to 7.00 PM
The Day-Care Centre also operates during 
the school holidays from 7.00 AM to 7.00 PM. 
Between Christmas and New Year’s Eve the 
Day-Care Centre will remain closed, as well as 
on public holidays.
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Social and support services 
Special needs team
In everyday school life, our pupils are often 
faced with challenges which seem to be insur-
mountable. These difficulties can be academ-
ic, emotional or social in origin and should 
ideally be resolved as quickly as possible. 
Students and pupils need to be supported 
in this process. Therefore, the social work-
ers and support teachers in the schools in 

Mamer and Capellen work closely together. 
The main task is to find, plan and implement 
solutions together. In this context, there are 
different methods which are adapted to the 
pupil. An open and honest exchange between 
the head teacher, parents and other school 
partners is an important element for positive 
and productive work.

Julie Bové (I-EBS), Véronique Welter (educational social assistant), 
Mireille Fandel (I-EBS) (from left to right) 

Silvia Rodriguez (educational social assistant, not shown)
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Krank Kanner Doheem 
The sick children at home service (Krank 
Kanner Doheem) offers individual care for 
sick children at home. This enables parents 
to continue their professional activities and 
children to recover in the best possible condi-
tions and in their family environment. Priority 
is given to applications from single-parent fa-
milies. Childcare is provided between 7.00 AM 
and 7.00 PM. The duration of a shift cannot 
exceed 9 hours in a row.

Contact:
95, rue de Bonnevoie 
L-1260 Luxembourg
Tel.: 48 07 79
Info: www.skkd.lu

Municipal subsidy
Since August 2016, the Municipality of Ma-
mer has been granting a subsidy of 50% of 
the amounts invoiced by the Sick Children at 
Home Service (without exceeding an amount 
of EUR 150 per child per school year).

Further information and the form to be com-
pleted can be found at www.mamer.lu.
Sick children must stay at home and cannot 
be sent to school or to the Day-Care Centre.

Pupil support team (Equipe de soutien pour élèves - ESEB) - Oppent Ouer
Regional Director: BETTINELLI David
Deputy Directors: DIEDERICH Monique, HAUFFELS Jackie (ESEB), LEMMER Nadine

Regional Management contact: Tel.: 247-55110
 E-mail:  secretariat.mamer@men.lu

SUPPORT TEAM FOR PUPILS WITH SPECIAL OR SPECIFIC EDUCATIONAL NEEDS (ÉQUIPE DE 
SOUTIEN DES ÉLÈVES À BESOINS ÉDUCATIFS PARTICULIERS OU SPÉCIFIQUES - ESEB):
 Tel.: 247-55105
 E-mail: ci.mamer@men.lu

New address:  Direction de l’enseignement fondamental – Région 2
 2-4, parc d’activités Capellen (Bât. C) · L-8308 CAPELLEN

Medico-social service
Giuseppe SPINOZA (social assistant)

giuseppe.spinoza@ligue.lu

Centre Médico-Social 
2, rue G.C. Marshall 
L-2181 Luxembourg
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School libraries
The „Kinneksbond” Mamer Campus and the Capellen Campus each have a school library. 
Students from both schools can borrow books from both libraries. These contain more than 
11,000 books, including 600 audiobooks. All books are electronically recorded. The range in-
cludes not only reading and non-fiction books for children in cycles 2 to 4, but is also aimed at 
3 to 6-year-olds in cycle 1. In addition to German-language picture books, French, Portuguese 
and English books are also available to enable all parents to read to their children in their 
mother tongue. Pupils, parents and teachers can find out more about the library’s offerings 
at www.mamerschoulen.lu. Given a parent’s central role in promoting reading, the libraries in 
Mamer and Capellen are also open outside of official school hours.

LIBRARY
CAPELLEN

LIBRARY
MAMER

You can 
borrow books 

at both 
locations!!
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Mamer library
The librarian:

 Tom CARIER
 tom.carier@mamerschoulen.lu
 Tel.: 26 395-622

Opening hours
Wednesday: 4.00 PM to 5.00 PM

Saturday: 1.45 PM to 4.15 PM 

Open during the holidays on the following 
Saturdays from 1.45 PM to 4.15 PM:

• Christmas holidays: 18 December 2021

• Easter holidays 2022: 2 April 2022

• Summer holidays 2022: 16 July & 
10 September 2022 (book returns).

All pupils (except cycle 4.2) can borrow books 
during the summer holidays

Capellen library
The librarian
 Simone HEUSCHLING
 simone.heuschling@mamerschoulen.lu
 Tel.: 26 395-708
 Christine SCHMIT
 christine.schmit@mamerschoulen.lu

Opening hours
Wednesday: 4.00 PM to 4.30 PM 

The library is closed during school holi-
days. 
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Vivarium
Our Vivarium team offers all pupils from cycles 1 to 4 in the Municipality of Mamer scientific 
workshops with exotic animals throughout the school year.

Contacts:
Gast WEYDERT 
gast.weydert@mamerschoulen.lu

Laurent LEPAGE 
laurent.lepage@mamerschoulen.lu

Pierre BERTINCHAMPS  
pierre.bertinchamps@mamerschoulen.lu

Vivarium TV at  
www.mamerschoulen.lu

facebook.com/vivariummamer
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Art at school

music at school

The Cultural Affairs Committee of the Mu-
nicipality of Mamer offers art workshops at 
school for pupils in cycles 2.2 to 4.2. during 
the week and after school. Approaching art 
through various techniques (drawing, paint-
ing, sculpture, modelling, etc.), the workshops 
will above all target the children’s creativity. 

Parents will be informed by letter at the be-
ginning of the school year about the organi-
sation of these classes. They take place on 
Thursday afternoons from 2.00 PM to 3.30 
PM for cycles 2.2 and 3.1 and 4.00 PM to 5.30 
PM for cycles 3.2 and 4.2 at the Kinneksbond 
Campus. Places are limited.

During normal school hours, the Cultural Af-
fairs Committee organises six different music 
workshops to give pupils of cycles 2 to 4 the 
opportunity to discover different instruments 
(guitar, saxophone, strings, percussion, etc. …).
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The safe way to school
INCREASED ATTENTION AT THE 
START OF THE NEW SCHOOL YEAR
Younger children in particular are not yet 
aware of the dangers of the road and are less 
visible because of their small size. In addition, 
there is a certain amount of excitement at the 
start of the school year, which can make them 
forget basic traffic rules. Special attention is 
therefore required from all road users: 
• be attentive and watch out for children;
• change your speed when near schools.

LEFT, RIGHT, LEFT …
• I always walk on the safe side of the pave-

ment, away from cars.
• I cross the road at the pedestrian crossing: 

red I have to stop; green I can walk but I stay 
alert. If there are no traffic lights, I look left, 
right and left again before crossing the road.

• If there is no pedestrian crossing, I wait at 
the line of sight where I can see the road and 
where motorists can see me. Then left, right, 
left ...

PARENTS LEAD BY EXAMPLE!
• Explain the basic rules of the road to your 

child(ren).
• Make your child(ren) aware of the dangers 

of the road.
• Drive or walk to school together several 

times.

• Follow the traffic rules yourself: do not park 
on pedestrian crossings or the pavement.

• Make sure your child always gets in and out 
of the car on the side by the pavement.

Parents are asked not to park in front of 
garage entrances when they take their 
children to school or when picking them 
up.

I AM VISIBLE!
To make it easier for motorists to see me in 
the dark, I wear:
• light-coloured clothes,
• reflective stripes on 

my clothes and on my 
schoolbag,

• a safety vest.

SEAT BELT AND 
CHILD SEAT!
Even for short distances!
• In the car, you should always be strapped 

in, either with a seat belt or in a child seat.
• Children aged between 3 and 17 years of 

age, whose height is less than 150 cm, must 
be transported in a child seat or booster 
seat which corresponds to their height and 
weight.

25 m 40 m 140 m

A motorist sees a pedestrian dressed in dark clothing at
a distance of 25 m, a pedestrian with light clothing at 40 m
and a pedestrian with reflective accessories at 140 m.
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You, nature and science:
Welcome to the Lycée Josy Barthel in Mamer!
The Josy Barthel Mamer High School has 1,350 students of different 
nationalities. Our school offers students an excellent academic envi-
ronment with a wide range of academic courses. We have a strong 
commitment to nature and carry out many sustainable projects. Our 
facility is equipped with a swimming pool and a climbing wall, and pu-
pils have many other opportunities to play both indoor and outdoor 
sports. We have our own biotope, a beautiful park and the Mamer 
valley (Mamerdall) is nearby.
Whether it is classical secondary education, general secondary edu-
cation or vocational training, our main interests are science, architec-
ture and languages.
Scan the QR code to access our school offer.
A well-established team of almost 200 teachers has been guiding stu-
dents on this path since 2003, in an unparalleled and friendly atmos-
phere, where the necessary discipline is not neglected. Solidarity, 
sustainable development, common values and a modern, quality ed-
ucation oriented towards digital skills adequately prepare students 
for the Baccalaureate and for professional life after high school.
Enrol at our school! 
We look forward to welcoming you!

Claude CHRisTNACH 
Director

Lycée Josy Barthel mamer

contact:
2, rue Gaston Thorn 
L-8268 MAMER
Tel.: 26 31 40-1
www.ljbm.lu
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sms2citizen

To be permanently well-informed: 
sms2citizen
sms2citizen is a free messaging service provid-
ed by the Municipal Administration. This alert 
service allows citizens to be kept informed of 
important, serious and last-minute municipal 
events. Messages are sent free of charge by 
SMS to users’ mobile phones or smartphones.

Registration is easy via the website: 
www.sms2citizen.lu

The Municipality offers several groups to 
which you can register: in addition to the 
„Mamer”, „Capellen” and „Holzem” groups, a 
great deal of importance is attached to infor-
mation for pupils and parents in the Munici-
pality with the „Primary School” and „School 
Transport”groups.

Registration and use of the sms2citizen is 
free! 
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New school swimming 
pool at Kinneksbond
Construction of a new swimming pool 
on the Kinneksbond Campus

The Municipality of Mamer continues to in-
vest in infrastructure. Within this context, the 
Kinneksbond school campus will be building 
a new school swimming pool. It will be loca-
ted in the northern part of the campus next to 
the sports hall. On an area of almost 5,000 m2 
there will be a swimming pool with two pools, 
a table tennis room and a room with an Air-
tramp 100 m2 trampoline. Access to the buil-
ding will be via a foyer with a large cloakroom 
and the caretaker’s office.

The swimming pool will have a 8 x 15-metre 
training pool with water depth varying bet-

ween 0 and 1.8 metres. The other swimming 
pool will be larger at a size of 15 x 25 metres. 
The water depth will be set between 1.20 and 
2.20 metres. Four large communal changing 
rooms and individual cubicles will complete 
the facilities.

The table tennis room will be located in the 
basement of the new complex. It will have 
three 6 x 12-metre table tennis courts and 
will be equipped with a refreshment bar. The 
Airtramp room can accommodate a trampoli-
ne at a size of 10 x 10 metres. The two sports 
halls will have their own changing rooms.

Timeframe: 
Decision: 14 October 2019

Start of works: end of 2020

Completion of works: mid-2023

Cost: 21.930.000 €
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www.mamerschoulen.lu


